
TOSCANA

IL MOLINACCIO 
VINO NOBILE DI MONTEPULCIANO
"LA SPINOSA"

VINTAGE:  
GRAPE:  
APPELLATION: 
ALC/VOL:  
PRODUCTION:   
HARVEST:  
WINEMAKING: 
AGING:  
FINING:  
FILTRATION:   
FARMING:  

2016
Sangiovese - 100%
Vino Nobile di Montepulciano DOCG
13.5%
3,960 bottles
Hand harvested - Late Sept/Early Oct 
Spontaneous fermentation outside
15 months in French Allier - 6 months in bottle 
None
None
Certified Organic

TOSCANA

ABOUT:
Il Molinaccio's four hectare farm is located due east of Montepulciano in the 
small hamlet of Cervognano.  The winemaker Alessando Sartini learned 
winemaking from his grandfather Adamo Fanetti, the founder of the Vino 
Nobile appellation.  Alessandro  started making wine to sell commercially eight 
years ago with a vision to produce high quality wine by first growing healthy 
and vibrant grapes.  Alessandro is in the vineyard daily tending the vines to 
ensure that his grapes express the unique flavors and nuances of the region.  He 
farms organically and grows Sangiovese with a little bit of Merlot and Alicante. 
The estate purifies its own well water and makes it water self-sufficient. Solar 
panels cover all the estate’s energy needs. 

VINEYARD:
Alessandro uses a Guyot training method as he believes it makes a more elegant 
and expressive wine from the Prugnolo Gentile varietal of Sangiovese.  This 
100% Sangiovese is an elegant expression of Vino Nobile and the terrior of Il 
Molinaccio.  The property lies at 300 meters above sea level and is composed of 
Pliocene sand and fossil based soils. 100% grassed:  cover crops include 
mustard, broad beans, and Egyptian clover. 

WINEMAKING: 
La Spinosa is fermented uncovered and outside to take advantage of the cool 
Tuscan evenings.  Fermentation is spontaneous with native yeast and other than 
a small dose of SO2 there are no additives, interventions or manipulations in 
the winemaking process.  

Strade Bianche Wines
Portland, OR
www.stradebianchewines.com
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